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About This Game

Several months have passed since the return of the Order of Marcus from exile to the continent and their founding of the
kingdom of New Tixus in this, the second official Expansion to the epic Fantasy Strategy game Elven Legacy.

Outcast elves under the leadership of the elven lord Saggitel, have once more acted provocatively and dared to cross in to the
realm of man, but the human armies are ready and waiting. Inciting the wrath of brother Karel, the fearsome knight of the Holy

Inquisition, along with the agent of New Tixus, the ranger Cornelius, Saggitel is now their target of retribution. How far can
Saggitel run before they catch up to him?

Each of the heroes, whatever their individual cause, has a mighty army behind them. In the course of their adventures, each will
have to stand in battle and withstand mighty sieges in their quest for survival and victory. The ancient impregnable fortresses of
the dwarves, the enchanted cities of the elves, and the historic capital cities of Eolia, each will see their share of bloodshed, and

each will become sites of conflicts which will go down in the annals of history.

Key features:

19 new campaign missions

The outcome of mission quests will directly impact subsequent missions

Two different armies and Three new heroes (Sir Karel, Inquisitor Morcius, Captain Adrian)
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Bonus mission (becomes available after Gold ranked victories)
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Title: Elven Legacy: Siege
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
1C:InoCo
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Elven Legacy
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 GHz Pentium IV; AMD 2000+ 1,5Ghz (Single Core)

Memory: 512 MB

Hard Disk Space: 3 GB of free space

Video: nVidia GF FX 5700 or ATI Radeon 9600 128 MB

Sound: DirectX-compatible

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

English,Russian
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The campaign maps in siege are better than the ones in the main game and ranger expansion, but the diffuculty is not even
comparable. You dont have any luxury of some units for valuable trades. Every map you are against powerful units and
outnumbered in siege situations with rivers around castles and elite-defensive units guarding the quest markers. The maps are
really nice, but the difficulty of this expansion is not enjoyable.
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